Vowel quality changes produced by surrounding tone sequences.
In three experiments, we examined whether energy at the same frequency as one of a vowel's harmonics in the F1 region can be captured by a preceding or following sequence of tones. The position of the /I/-/E/ phoneme boundary along an F1 continuum was used to assess the extent of capture. The first two experiments showed that a sequence of tones at 500 Hz (56-msec duration at 10/sec) can perceptually remove added energy at 500 Hz from a steady vowel (F0 = 125 Hz) that forms part of the sequence. The effect is detectable with one preceding tone, asymptotes with four, and is greater when two tones follow the vowel than when none do. Rising and falling sequences of tones (at 62.5-Hz intervals or at whole-tone intervals) differ in their effect. Falling sequences behave much like constant tones at 500 Hz but with less effect, whereas rising sequences show no evidence of removing the added tone. The second experiment replicated the first and also showed that when the vowel is embedded in a rising or a falling sequence of tones that continue after it, the following tones have no effect. The third experiment suggested that the different effects found with rising versus falling sequences are qualitatively predictable on the basis of the additive effects of their constituent tones rather than by virtue of their contour. The experiments indicated that sequences of repeating tones are much more effective at capturing a harmonic from a vowel than are sequences that follow a simple pattern. This result may reflect the operation of a principle of least commitment in auditory grouping.